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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

‘Kevin Robb, Metal Sculptor’ Exhibit a Testament to
Artistic Passion at Denver International Airport
DENVER – March 13, 2017 – Denver International Airport (DEN) presents a new exhibit by the Art and Culture
Program featuring monumental works by renowned Colorado metal sculptor Kevin Robb. The exhibit is located at the
Terminal Gallery on level 5 of the west side of the Jeppesen Terminal near the north security checkpoint, and runs from
March through June 2017.
Robb’s exhibition features large photographic wall murals that impart the monumental scale of Robb’s public art pieces,
while his smaller and more intimate works are featured throughout the gallery. In addition to his artworks, the exhibit
also includes Robb’s personal story about a life-altering stroke in 2004 that left him disabled, and details his remarkable
artistic journey since then. Robb’s dynamic, free-flowing sculptures are like moments suspended in time with their
seamless metal intersections and graceful edges that help evoke his determination and life-sustaining passion.
About the Artist
Over the past three decades, renowned Colorado metal sculptor Kevin Robb has made his mark on the national and
international art scene. Robb creates sculptural expressions in bronze and stainless steel that are spirited in their
composition. Each of Robb’s pieces bring life, energy and beauty to the spaces they occupy in intimate settings and
larger public environments.
See photos of the “Kevin Robb, Metal Sculptor” exhibition at DEN here.
About DEN’s Art and Culture Program
DEN’s Art and Culture Program administers the City and County of Denver’s “one percent for art” ordinance which
enhances public places and features nearly 40 site-specific works including sculptures, murals and other installations.
The pieces are displayed in outdoor landscapes, inside Jeppesen Terminal and on airport concourses, as well as in the
train tunnels and on the train itself. In addition to its permanent art collection, DEN curates temporary exhibitions,
collaborating with museums, cultural institutions and arts organizations to present the highest quality two- and threedimensional work. For more information, visit www.flydenver.com/art.

Denver International Airport is the 19th-busiest airport in the world and the sixth-busiest airport in the United States. With more than
58 million passengers traveling through the airport each year, DEN is one of the busiest airline hubs in the world’s largest aviation
market. DEN is the primary economic engine for the state of Colorado, generating more than $26 billion for the region annually. For
more information visit, check us out on YouTube, Pinterest, and Instagram, like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter.
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